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This invention relates to the irradiation of material 
by electronic bombardment and has an important ap 
plication in the sterilisation of foods, chemicals, and 
medical and surgical apparatus, and the like. 

It has been found that high energy electron beams 
are capable of penetrating substances to a considerable 
depth and in doing so are effective in destroying living 
organisms such as bacteria. The sterilisation action of 
high energy electron beams is extremely rapid and hence 
articles and materials to be sterilised can be processed 
in a continuous ?ow movement across the electron beam. 
Examples of apparatus suitable for producing such 

an electron beam are linear accelerators, the Van de 
Graaif generator and the betatron. - 

In applying such apparatus for this purpose it is usual 
to provide the vacuum enclosure with a window con 
sisting of thin metallic foil hermetically sealed to the 
surrounding wall of the vacuum chamber, which foil 
must be strong enough mechanically to withstand the 
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atmospheric pressure but at the same time su?‘iciently . 
thin to permit of the passage of the greater part of the 
electron beam. 7 

It will be appreciated, however, that the passage of 
the beam through such a window will cause a certain 
amount of scattering depending upon the thickness of 
the window and the density of the foil material. 

Since the original beam is normally of approximately 
circular cross-section the area irradiated will also be 
approximately circular. However, in many cases a cir 
cular cross-sectional shape is unsuitable, for instance, in 
cases above instanced in which the material to be ir 
radiated moves continually across the beam, it follows 
that parts at the centre will cross the full diameter of 
the beam and hence receive a much larger dose than 
the parts at the side which will only intersect a sector 
of the beam. This unequal dosage is accentuated by 
the fact that the intensity of the beam is not uniform 
but is greatest at the centre and reduces towards the 
edges. 
The main object of the invention is to provide an 

improved arrangement for providing a beam, the cross 
sectional shape of which is elongated so that its dimen 
sion along the direction of movement of the materials 
being treated will be substantially uniform. 

According to the present invention an electron beam 
emitter has means for projecting the electron beam 
through a magnetic ?eld whereby the beam is de?ected 
laterally so as to traverse a curved path and is also 
spread laterally in the plane of curvature so that the 
resultant beam has an elongated cross-section. 

Preferably the de?ecting ?eld is produced between a 
pair of ?at faced pole pieces which are splayed out 
wardly so that their separation is greatest and hence 
the ?eld weakest towards the outside of the curvature 
of the electron path. 

In order that the invention may be more clearly un 
derstood, reference will now be made to the accompany 
ing drawings, in which: 
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Fig. 1 shows diagrammatically the' beam normally 
produced by a high voltage electron accelerator; whilst 

Fig. 2 is a plan view of, a moving belt carrying ob 
jects to be irradiated, and indicates the area affected by 
the beam; 

Fig. 3 shows a side view of apparatus embodying the 
invention; whilst > 

Fig. 4 is a section on the line IV-IV of Fig. 3; 
Fig. 5 shows approximately the shape of beam which 

can be produced with this apparatus; 
Fig. 6 shows a modi?ed form of the apparatus shown 

in Fig. 3. 
Fig. 7 shows a design of pole pieces alternative to 

those shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. 
_ Referring ?rst to Fig. 1, the reference 1 indicates the 

end of an electron accelerator such as a linear accelerator 
having a metal foil window 2. The emerging beam 
is shown as falling on a surface 3 and the propagation 
of the beam is indicated by the dotted lines 4. The 
line 5 indicates graphically the distribution of intensity 
across a section of the beam and it will be observed 
that the intensity is greatest at the centre of the beam 
and reduces appreciably towards the edges. 

Fig. 2 shows a plan view of the beam of Fig. 1 in 
which the rays are projected vertically downwards on 
to the surface 3 which is shown as a carrier for ma 
terials being treated, the materials being in the form of 
reactangular objects 6. The shape of the beam, how 
ever, as above explained, will be circular, as indicated 
by the dotted line 7, and it will be readily appreciated 
that with a beam of the shape shown in Fig. 2, and 
intensity distribution as shown in Fig. l, the material 
along the centre of the conveyor surface 3 will be treated 
to a much greater extent than that at the outsides of 
the rectangles. 

Figs. 3 and 4 show the improved arrangement em 
bodying the invention. In this drawing, the reference 
1 again indicates the outlet end of a linear accelerator 
having a window 2, whilst the electrons, after leaving 
the window 2, pass between the pole pieces 8 of a magnet 
system. These will deflect the beam so that it will 
follow a curved path, as indicated in the drawing. 
Whilst the pole pieces are also splayed outwardly, as 
shown more clearly in Fig. 4, with the result that the 
magnetic ?eld density is greatest on the‘ inside of the 
curve and reduces progressively towards the outside of 
the curve, this will have the effect of elongating the 
beam in the plane of curvature so that it will ultimately 
have a shape somewhat as indicated in Fig. 5 and the 
distribution of intensity will be as indicated by the curve 

In some cases it may be desirable 
‘ 'to insert a second metallic foil 10 in order further to 
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scatter the beam if in elongating the section of the beam 
in lateral direction too narrow a strip results due to the 
focusing action of the non-uniform magnetic ?eld in 
the plane at right angles to that in which the beam is 
being spread. 
In treating materials which are of appreciable thick 

ness it may be found that the electrons only partially 
penetrate the material and a further feature of the in 
vention consists in splitting the beam into two component 
beams and applying one component to one side of the 
material and the other component to the opposite side. 
A modi?ed arrangement for doing this is shown in Fig. 
6 in which the magnet pole pieces 8' are elongated at 11 
on the inside of the curve and are so shaped that the 
beam is split into two component beams 12 and 13, of 
which the beam 12 bombards the top surface of the mate— 
rial 14. whilst the other half of the beam 13 passes be 
tween further magnetic poles, indicated at 15, whereby it 
is de?ected through approximately 180° and bombards 
the lower surface of the material 14. The ?eld produced 
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j i the pole. pieces ._8§may either; be pole .piecestoipermanent 
~ ,magnets or of'electroamagnets.“ ' > 

_' pieces 26, as shown in Fig. 7, and so forth. 7 

' of’ curvature, means for splitting-the electroncheap; 07 

whereby the’ beemis-cross-sectionnelé?aatmm thélpl. 

beam." 

'by the’ poles 15‘ may be uniform, or, cifjtris? desired to; 
shape the beam further, non-uniform. . 7 

.It 'will be appreciated'thatin the arrangement shown 

Whilst in-the arrangement shown the non-‘uniform mag 
V ' netié ?'eldihas been Obtained-byline splayinavut of‘?tlev 

pole pieces, giving an approximately-linear variation of 
?eld with:displacementrfrom- thej'mean pathi itctnay ‘be 
desirable to have this variation other thanlinear; to ~10 
; achieve’ any desired variation of intensity across the 
beam‘ ofelectrons, and: this maybe done bytshapingthwe 
pole. pieces,’ inserting material v0t‘ graded1 magnetiggrev' _ 
lustaase 2.9;.21, 22,13; 24111;;1 2.5 betweenaparallél‘pqle 

' Wham-claim is= 

1. An electron beam emitter.’ apparatus; means: for‘ Projecting an electmn beam, ajntasne .fqr ' 
1 producing a magnetic ?eld across saidcbeanfrtog use ~ 
seidfbeam to fellow. a curved path, pole nieces .torsaiki- ‘20 
.magneti having a separationrvwhich decreasesljprogires- i 
sively towards the centre of curvature of the’ beamiwherei 
by. theybeam’s cross-section is elongated in_;the_ plane of 
curvature’. means for. splitting. the electro?heam>_iritottw<.> 
component beams separated in; the," plane ocfzécurg'aturiez 25 
and means for‘ producingpa second magnetic ? Id;ac'ross ' 

mangle ovfrapprsoximatelyr-lwi . V t 

' 2--APP_'¢1I_am$ for sirradiatingxobiects with». electrons,‘ 
comprising-meansfor Projectinganelectronbeamw magi 3° 
net for producing acmagnetic?eldvacross slaidiibeamjto. 
cause said beam to follow a- curved,pathppoleipie?cestto 
saidtmagnet havingL a separation which; decreases pro-u 

. gressively 1 towards . the; centre of; curvature ,of the; beam; 7 
whereby the beam’s crossisection:is;e1ongate51>in1the~ 1a e. 

two cemponent beams swarétedin'thelplam cicada-1 
ture, and means for producing a second magn c ?eld‘ 

' across one of saidrcomponent beamsusp aspto;de?eg_:_t;it 
through. an. angle of?pamximately 18.92 snthatin were? 40 
‘ion Objects’ mayibe irradiated: an; twp . oprgsite sides: by 

said'two componentibeamsl 7, . c c 3- Apparatus' for irradiating. qbiects- with electrons, 

comprising means for’ projecting! anielectron. beam’; a‘. 
magnet‘ fer prodvsinaa-magnetic ?eld. asrqsssaid been.‘ 
to “use. said»v beam. IQ 13011924 a ,eurredzpath. poleipieqesy 
for. ‘saidi magnet havingpa, separation which» decreases; 
progressively- wwardslheqs'ntr ' i ' 

of? curvature.’ mandala. oiisrasiédrtniaglietip teluctanseiaa 
serted between saidlpolefpiec scito-‘assist in c“ _ _ ' 
intensityofihe eleotrqabeam qyertitacrqsesésti. 
conveyor to fraasaért: the; sweets thmagh: sai ., 
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‘4.7 Apparatus for irradiating: objects 'with electrons. 
comprising'means for projecting an electron beam, a 

' magnet for producing a magnetic ?eld across said beam , 
to' cause said beam to follow a curved path, pole pieces 

‘ for said magnet having a separation which ‘decreases pro-_ 
gressively towardstthe centre of. curvature of the beam 7 ’ 
whereby! the.’ beam’s'cfcross-section ‘elongated iiinf the 
plane of curvature, material ofrgradéd magnetic reluct: . ' 

' ands-.inserted. between said: pole. pieces .to,.assist;.in. con-s 
trolling.the'fintensitvof;the; electron, beamcaoveri itsrcrosisé ' c 
sectioli,l'rneans forjsplittingftheielectron. beam intomtfwo ~ 
component ,beams separated ‘in the plane of curvature, 1 

V and means for'producing a second'fmagneticr?eld across} 
one of saistiqomaqaent beaming-21am ddestit?hrgugh " 
an angle of'approximately .18Q_9_‘,§4softhat in operation ob- 1 
jects may be irradiated ontwo?oppositesides'by said-two 
component beams} ‘ ‘ 

,5.‘ Apparatus ‘for.’ irradiating’ objects 'with electrons,‘ 
comprising means‘ifor'projectingian electron ‘beam; a mag; - 
'net for‘prod '7 ' c ‘ 

cause saidrbeam" to follow a’ curved‘path, pole ipviecesjfor' 
said magnet" having a zls'eparationi which: decreasespro 
.gressively'7towardsr"the; centre‘ of curvature .ofithe' beam’ 
and ' which;are"elongated-"on' the inside ‘of the._ planefof; 
curvature-entire beam whereby the beam is split ‘into. twojj 
component; beams" separated inj-thejplane ‘of-‘curvature; 
arid‘thé beam’s‘cross-‘s‘ection is elongated‘in‘irthe plane ‘of; ~ 
curvature} irn‘aiterialrofl grades magnétic:'reluctance'in; “ . 

p ' M s W Y 'v ‘ controlling the; .: ; 

manager-111a electronjbeam lover’ cross=section, . 7 
means for iiroducing‘a second‘ magnetic?eld across; one ‘1 
of‘ said component beams'3'so as to'dei?ectiit'ithrough an“ 

serted ’ betweensaid ‘pole- p‘iece's‘to' as 

angle“ of" approximately I‘SQ‘I‘, {s'o‘that in ‘operation objects 
may be irradiated 'on‘?'vq apposite sidesib‘yt said. 1W0 com-T . 
ponent" beams; and a~conveyor:to‘transportjjsaidobject"' ~ ' 
through said‘component-electronbeams. ‘ 

6. Apparatusl'fofirr'adiai)'g~ object":with- electrons; V 
c comprisinge'means “for? projecting" an‘ electron; beam, a ’ 
magnet=for5produicinga/magnet' ?eld across said‘beam to 
cause said beam to follow a curved path, pole‘ipieces'have ~ " ' 7 
ing a- separation which‘ decreases; progressively towards ‘ 
the centre’ of‘ curvature ' of the beam’ whereby the"beam’s'~ ' 
cross-'section-is elongated initheiplanelo? curvature and a 
conveyor to; transport‘ said objects through1 said’ electron 

‘beam. 
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